Use **ir** to complete each word to match the picture, then say the word.

1. bird  2. skirt  3. shirt  4. girl

**BRAINWORK!** Write the two words from above that rhyme.

and
Write two sentences about the beach. Use the Word Bank above to help you.
Write these words in the correct shapes, then say the words.

1. ready
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Teacher Note: Practice with high-frequency words.
Use **sh** to complete each word to match the picture, then say the word.

1. ![Image of a dish]  
   
2. ![Image of a fish]  
   
3. ![Image of a trash can]  
   
4. ![Image of a trash can]  

Write your own sentence using one of the words above.
Use **er** to complete each word to match the picture, then say the word.

1. ![Tiger](tiger.png)
   - **tiger**

2. ![Farmer](farmer.png)
   - **farm**

3. ![Flower](flower.png)
   - **flow**

4. ![Marker](marker.png)
   - **mark**

5. ![Under](under.png)
   - **und**

6. ![Paper](paper.png)
   - **pap**

**BRAINWORK!** Circle the pictures that show living things.
Label these objects big, bigger, and biggest.

Draw your own objects to match the words below.